Chapter I General Information of Engine
1.1 Introduction
Meanings of WARNING and NOTE in this Manual are as follows:
WARNING: Follow relevant procedures to avoid the risk of personal injury.
NOTE: Remind operators to follow the relevant steps to prevent damaging components, or to use some
approaches for easier working.
Unless otherwise specified, left and right sides in this maintenance manual refer to the sides seen from
the back of the vehicle.
The vehicle tests do not be included in the operation in this Manual to avoid repetitive work. It is very
important to check and test after assembling, and if necessary, do the road test to check the safety
performance of the vehicle.

1.2 General notes
To disconnect the vehicle battery, the grounding circuit (negative) cable must be disconnected before
disconnecting the positive cable. In case of two batteries, the two grounding circuit (negative) cables
should be disconnected before disconnecting the positive cables. To connect the battery, the positive
cable should be connected before connecting the negative cable.
The fuel system and Lubricating system must be protected from dust after joints are disconnected.
Unless otherwise specified, the engine must run clockwise (seen from the front).
Be care to operate under the engine hood and avoid the rotating pulley and driving belt.
It should be noted that the parts of the engine that stops running for a while are very hot. To remove the
expansion tank cover, coolant drain pipe and draining screw when the engine is still hot, especially very
hot, be care to operate to avoid any burn and wait till the engine cools down.
Only the oil and antifreeze with the correct specifications and approved by Shanghai Diesel Engine Co.,
Ltd. can be used.
Many fastening bolts of this engine are pre-coated with thread locking adhesive for locking. Before those
bolts are reused, the threads must be cleaned and re-coated with Loctite adhesive 270.
When working under the vehicle, more than one jack is required, and the vehicle must be underlaid
against the hoister or other safe supports.
To install an oil seal with a special tool, the surface of round hole of tool must be free of any burr that
may damage the seal lip.
The safety glasses are required for the protection of eyes.
The gloves are required when using lube oil or grease.
Unless otherwise specified in the operation procedure, the ignition switch must be turned to the “OFF”
position.
When working in the vehicle, the parking brake must be applied and the tires be chocked with blocks in
front and back to avoid vehicle moving.
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The engine can only run in a well-ventilated place in order to avoid CO poisoning.
No eating, drinking or smoking is allowed when working in the vehicle.
Before the on-vehicle maintenance and service, the finger ring, watch, loose jewelry or clothing must be
taken off in order to avoid injury.
In order to avoid any burn, never touch the scorching parts, such as parts of the cooling system and the
exhaust system.
There are some safety-related key bolts used for the engine, and if removed, these bolts must be
replaced. These key bolts are clearly indicated in this Manual.
Never connect the sensors and actuators (such as injectors) to the external power.
Storage and handling of timing belt:
The timing belt must be coiled and stored flatly, and not be hooked.
Never take the timing belt out from its package before it is ready to install the belt.
To coil or fold the belt for storage, its bending diameter must be no less than 25mm.
Never pry down the belt from the timing pulley with a crow bar; otherwise, the reinforced fiber in the belt
may be damaged. Therefore, the belt must be moved manually.
Before removing the belt that can be reused, its rotating direction must be ascertained in order to ensure
the correct installing.
The belt that is polluted by oil, fuel or other toxic fluid must be replaced, and no trying to clean is allowed.
If the belt is polluted, the corresponding pulley and timing pulley must be cleaned, and the pollutant
source should be found and eliminated.
NOTE: The solvent is prohibited for cleaning.
The timing pulley surface must be smooth in order to prolong the belt service life. Therefore, before the
belt is installed, it is required to make sure that pulley surface is free of roughness or burr and the timing
pulley can rotate freely.

1.3 Notes for fuel system
Never try to disassemble the injector.
Never maintain or repair any part of the fuel system when the engine is running.
The diesel fuel flows from the injection pump to the injector through the high-pressure fuel pipe under
super-high pressure that may be up to 1,600 bar (23,200 psi), so it is prohibited to loosen any
high-pressure fuel pipe when the engine is running.
Be care to do the leakage inspection because the fuel can inject into your skin under high pressure, thus
causing personal injury or death. Therefore, the contact with the injection mist of fuel must be avoided.
The thick panel should be used for the fuel leakage inspection. During the maintenance of the fuel
system, the goggles and protective clothing are required.
No smoking or open flame is allowed when handling any fuel-related component or operating nearby.
The fuel steam may be ignited, resulting in part damage and/or personal injury.
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During handling or overhauling of parts of diesel fuel system, the parts must be kept clean absolutely
because the fitting allowances of injector, fuel pump, fuel pipeline and common-rail parts, etc. are very
small and the dust accumulation can worsen the abrasion or cause the parts faulty.
The fuel system must be washed/cleaned and then dried in air before dismantling.
The nozzle should be cleaned with a cloth instead of a steel wire brush.
After dismantling, all the exposed parts should be covered.
Before assembling, it is required to check every part for dust, grease or other pollutant, and do the
cleaning if necessary.
To install new parts, lubricate the new parts properly with clean engine oil or diesel fuel.
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1.4 Outside view of engine

Intake side
1 Power steeing pump inlet

2 Power steeing pump

3 High pressure fuel injection pipe

4 Front accessory drive belt

5 Alternator

6 A/C compressor

7 Oil sump

8 Drain plug

9 EGR valve

10 Speed sensor

11 EGR outlet pipe

12 Diesel engine water inlet

13 Intake pipe

14 Fuel return pipe quick coupling15 Oil dipstick

16 Intake temperature and pressure sensor

17 Water temperature sensor

18 Fuel inlet quick coupling
19 Harness
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Exhaust side
20 Diesel engine ring

21 Exhaust pipe heat shield

22 Turbocharger

23 Flywheel

24 Return pipe of supercharger

25 Oil filter

26 Oil cooler

27 Thermostat bypass hose

28 Water pump

29 Timing pulley chamber

30 Thermostat

31 Outlet of diesel engine

32 Warm water joint
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Top view
33 Common-rail pressure sensor

34 Power steering pump outlet port

35 High pressure fuel
common rail pipe

36 Fuel pump outlet pipe

37 High pressure pipe

38 EGR cooler

39 Injector return pipe

40 Camshaft position sensor

41 Oil-gas separator

42. Oil filler
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Front View
43 Front support

44 Vibration damper
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1.5 Engine parameters
1.5.1 Basic parameters
Diesel engine

SC25R

SC28R

Total displacement of piston/L

2.5

2.8

Type

In-line, four-stroke, water-cooled, and electrically controlled

Cylinder bore/mm

92

94

Stroke/mm

94

100

Number of cylinders

4

Number of valves for each cylinder

4

Firing order
(From the free end)

1-3-4-2

Intake way

Supercharged and inter-cooling

Fuel system

High-pressure common rail fuel system

Crankshaft rotation direction
(facing the flywheel side)

Anticlockwise

Staring mode

Electric starting

Net weight/kg
Overall
dimension
(Basic)*

235

235

Length/mm

687

755

Width/mm

827

624

Height/mm

762

762

* The overall dimension is applicable for basic models of diesel engines only, and the dimensions are
slightly different among different models.
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1.5.2 Main technical parameters
Diesel engine

SC25R136Q4

SC28R125Q4

SC28R143Q4

Oil pressure/kPa
At idle speed (Min pressure is
allowed)
At rated speed

100
350 (min)
750 (max)

100
350 (min)
750 (max)

100
350 (min)
750 (max)

The max oil temperature of oil
sump/C

120

120

120

Oil sump capacity/L
(Dipstick “max”-”min”)

6
(6.7-5.5)

6.5
(6.7-5.5)

6.5
(6.7-5.5)

Total capacity/L

7

7

7

3.8-4.0

3.8-4.0

3.8-4.0

Max. allowable intake
resistance/kPa
(Declared working condition,
dry-type air filter)

8 (new filter
element)

8 (new filter element)

8 (new filter
element)

Max. allowable exhaust
resistance/kPa
(Turbine outlet pressure, declared
working condition)

40

40

40

Min. recommended battery
capacity/Ah **

110

110

110

12V system*

12V

12V

12V

-18C, battery cold start
current/CCA

620

620

620

Power/kW

2.8

2.8

2.8

Voltage/V

12

12

12

Current/A

110-200A
(Optional)

110A

200A
(Optional)

Voltage/V

14

14

14

Rated power/kW

1.5--2.8

1.5--2.8

1.5--2.8

Lubricating system

Cooling system
Coolant capacity/L *
Intake and exhaust system

Electrical system

Starting
motor

Alternator

* This capacity is applicable to this diesel engine system only.
**For applications requiring higher starting performance, the battery capacity should be accordingly
increased.
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Chapter II Lubricating System

1- Oil strainer 2- Oil pump 3- Oil cooler 4- Oil filter 5- Main oil duct of engine block 6- Main bearing of
crankshaft 7- Connecting rod bearing of crankshaft 8- Drive shaft bearing of balance mechanism 9Piston cooling nozzle (with pressure valve) 10- Supercharger lubricating (oil return in crankcase) 11Cylinder head oil duct for oil pumping 12- Cylinder head main oil duct (exhaust side) 13- Cylinder head
main oil duct (intake side) 14- Exhaust camshaft support 15- Intake camshaft support 16- Hydraulic
tappet oil supply
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Chapter III Cooling System
Thermostat
EGR
cooling
water inlet pipe
EGR
cooling
water return pipe

Water jacket of
cylinder head
Watering hole

Small circulating
water return pipe

Oil cooling
inlet pipe
Water jacket of
engine block

Water pump
Oil cooling intake pipe
return pipe

Basic working principles
The SC25R engine cooling system consists of water pump, thermostat, water jacket of engine block,
water jacket of cylinder head, oil cooler, air heater, expansion tank, radiator, EGR cooler and connecting
pipeline. The flow chart of the cooling system is as shown in the schematic drawing. After being
pressurized in the water pump, the engine coolant is divided to two parts. One part of coolant flows into
the oil cooler, front/rear air heater, and then returns to the water pump inlet. The other part of coolant
flows into the water jacket of engine block first and then into the water jacket of the cylinder head through
the watering hole in the cylinder head and finally into the thermostat functions in the manner of big and
small circulations according to the water temperature. When the temperature of the coolant is lower than
the opening temperature of the thermostat, only small circulation occurs, and the coolant does not flow
through the radiator to shorten warm-up time; when the temperature of the coolant is higher than the
opening temperature but lower than the full open temperature of the thermostat, both big and small
circulations occur; when the temperature of the coolant is higher than the full open temperature of the
thermostat, only the big circulation occurs and the coolant completely flows through the radiator. Then a
part of the cooled EGR waste gas flows through the water jacket of cylinder head. To fully empty the gas
in the cooling system, connect the highest points of engine (on the thermostat seat) and radiator to the
expansion tank, and the coolant flows to the water pump inlet through refilling pipe after gas-liquid
separation in the expansion tank.
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Chapter IV EGR System
Working principles of EGR system:
The exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system reduces NOx production in a way that small amount of
exhaust gas into the intake pipe where it mixes with the fresh air, and then flows into the cylinder for
combustion, thus increasing the thermal capacity of the mixed gas and reducing the peak combustion
temperature. ECU controls the opening of the vacuum solenoid valve according to the engine speed,
load (throttle opening), temperature, intake flow and exhaust temperature. The vacuum degree of
vacuum tube is conducted to the EGR valve vacuum diaphragm chamber through the solenoid valve,
and the diaphragm rod forces the EGR valve open, resulting in that small amount of waste gas flows to
the intake system through the EGR valve where it mixed with the mixed air and final mixture enters in to
the cylinder for combustion. Small amount of waste gas flows into the cylinder for the combustion of
mixed air to reduce the combustion temperature in the cylinder. In addition, high temperature and rich
oxygen are required for the generation of Nox, thus Nox is reduced. The main component of EGR
system is the EGR valve, and the VM engine adopts the vacuum valve. Installed on the intake elbow
pipe, the EGR valve independently and precisely controls the amount of waste gas into the engine by
recirculating. The EGR valve controls its opening through the vacuum of vacuum modulator and controls
the waste gas into the intake manifold. The EGR valve is usually open under the following conditions: 1.
Warm running of the engine; 2. Speed higher the idle speed. ECM controls the EGR system according to
coolant temperature sensor, throttle position sensor and air flow sensor.
The main function of EGR cooler is to cool waste gas of which the temperature will affect NOx emission.
The lower temperature the waste gas can bring a better reduction effect to the NOx. The EGR cooler can
reduce the temperature of waste gas in the cylinder, thus decreasing the emission of Nox. China made
EGR cooler adopts a structure of tube bundles while the original VM uses the plate fin. The EGR cooler
with a structure of tube bundles is not easy to be blocked, but does not have good heat dissipation
efficiency as the plate fin.
EGR valve
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Chapter V Vacuum System

1 EGR valve

5 Throttle opening control valve

2 EGR cooler

6 Brake servo mechanism

3 Throttle vacuum modulator

7 Vacuum pump check valve

4 EGR valve vacuum modulator

8. Vacuum pump

Vacuum is produced by the vacuum pump (8) located in the front end of the crankcase and driven by the
crankshaft gear. The vacuum pump (8) provides vacuum for the brake servomechanism (6) and the
EGR valve vacuum modulator (4), which controls the EGR valve (1). The function of brake
servomechanism (6) is to provide power for the vehicle braking; the EGR valve vacuum modulator (4) is
to regulate the pressure difference of EGR valve (1) and to control the valve opening. To comply with the
emission standard, R series engines are offered an additional function, i.e. the EGR cooler (2) and the
throttle opening control valve (5) are installed, which are controlled by the throttle electric vacuum
modulator (3). The throttle opening control valve (5) controls intake flow while throttle electric vacuum
modulator (3) adjusts the pressure difference of throttle opening valve (5), thus controlling the throttle
opening. Similar to the EGR valve vacuum modulator, the vacuum modulator and the throttle opening
are both controlled by the engine electric-controlled module, which makes the EGR system operating
more precisely and controls the EGR system as well.
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Chapter VI Assembly Process
6.1 Assembly of engine block
6.11 Check if the plugs of front end main oil duct, rear end main oil duct and water duct are installed;
check if there is tapped hole at the top surface of the engine block, if the front end face gasket is missing,
if the main oil duct is smooth and clean, and if the front and rear end faces, the oil filter seat surface and
the internal surface of 4-gear main bearing hole are scratched. If any of the above obvious problems is
found, separate the engine block and replace it in time.
6.12 Place the engine block hanger plate on the empty positions of big stud hole of 2 and 3 cylinders and
tighten the bolts, lift the engine block and place the turn-over frame on it to align the frame with the
corresponding screw holes in the engine block and tighten it with bolts.
NOTE: Check if the sling is in good condition before lifting, and the operator should observe the
surroundings during lifting process.

6.2 Assembly of front end main bearing bush
6.21 Check if front end main bearing bore orifice for burr, and use a special cleaning cloth for assembling
to clean it.
6.22 Use a cylinder bore gauge to measure front end main bearing bore diameter (measures at least
four points), and select a proper bearing bushes (green or brown) to assemble (the selected bearing
bushes should be of same color).
A Front end main bearing bore diameter should be ￠67.025-￠67.038, with brown bearing bush.
B Front end main bearing bore diameter should be ￠67.039-￠67.050, with green bearing bush.
6.23 Use special tooling to press the main bearing bush into front end main bearing bore of the engine
block.
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Assembly drawing of front end main bearing bush

b

①

Engine block

③

Upper bush of
main bearing

⑤

Bowl-shaped
plugφ25

⑦

Hexagonal socket
plug (M6×1)

②

Lower bush
of
main
bearing

④

Bowl-shaped
plugφ18

⑥

Orifice plug

⑧

Transmission socket pin
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6.3 Subassembly of crankshaft
6.31. Before subassembling, use a special cleaning cloth to clean main journals of all gears, and apply
an appropriate amount of CD-40 clean oil onto the surfaces of main journals.
6.32. Apply an appropriate amount of CD-40 clean oil onto the mounting surface of bolt head and thread.
6.33. Check and confirm if the locating lip of the bearing bush is located on the stop of the middle
bearing seat.
6.34. Correctly install the middle support into the support seat, and then install them to the crankshaft;
6.35. Make sure that the upper and lower seats of different middle supports cannot be assembled in a
mixed way;
6.36. The middle bearing seat and the bearing bush should be of the same color.
6.37. Tighten the fastening bolts of middle bearing seat and the tightening torque should be 44 N.m.
6.38. After tightening, Mark them with a paint pen after tightening.
Subassembly drawing of crankshaft

1

Assembly parts of middle bearing seat
(with bearing bush)

3

Middle main bearing bush

2

Crankshaft

4

Middle main bearing bush
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6.4 Assembly of crankshaft
6.41. Before assembling, use a special cleaning cloth to clean bearing seats of all gears, and apply an
appropriate amount of Vaseline to the surfaces of bearing seats of all gears.
6.42. Manually align middle bearing seats with holes at the workbench.
6.43. Use a special locating pin to install the crankshaft to the crankcase, and then install the crankshaft
to the engine block.
Assembly drawing of crankshaft

VM .... ..
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6.5 Assembly of oil pump, vacuum pump, supercharger oil return joint etc.
6.51. Apply an appropriate amount of Loctite 510 onto the elbow joint, and the angle is as shown in the
assembly drawing.
6.52. Check if the vane is in the vacuum pump body, and the side with rotating circle should face the
external circumference of the circle. As shown in the drawing, before installing the vacuum pump, an
appropriate amount of Vaseline onto the sliding vane and the rotor.
NOTE: When placing the sliding vane again after it dropped out of the vacuum pump, rotate the vacuum
pump at least 360°to make sure that it works normally.
6.53. Install the oil pump and vacuum pump before the installation of piston connecting rod and flywheel.
6.54. Tightening sequence of bolts – firstly tighten 3 fastening bolts of the oil pump, then 3 fastening
bolts of the vacuum pump, finally 4 bolts of the crankshaft gear, and then loosen 1st fastening bolt of the
crankshaft gear, and tighten it again (for locking).
6.55. It is not required to measure the gear clearance under normal conditions. After installing, manually
rotate the oil pump and it is satisfactory if the gear can rotate flexibly.
Circle
side

rotation

X view: assembly drawing of vacuum
pump vane

Hexagonal socket head
cap screw
Oil pump components
Supercharger oil return
elbow pipe joint

Oil pump driving gear
Vacuum pump components
Plain washer

Bolt torque:
Reference

Value
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6.6 Assembly of rear end bearing seat, flywheel etc.
6.61. Use a lever to adjust the axial position of a crankshaft counterweight, and an iron wire gauge to
check the thrust clearance of the crankshaft, which should be 0.08～0.28 mm.
6.62. Before installing, apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline onto the rubber O-ring. If the Vaseline is
too thick, a special cleaning cloth can be used to clean the redundant Vaseline. After installing, make
sure that the rubber O-ring is at the correct position.
6.63. Ensure that there is no Vaseline on the rear end of the crankshaft.
6.64. Before installing the dust board, apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline onto the rear bearing
surface of the crankshaft and the engine block support surface. A special cleaning cloth can be used to
clean the redundant Vaseline.
6.65. Install the locating pin before installing the flywheel.
Install the rear end bearing seat, flywheel, etc.
Tightening torque
Tightening torque of signal disc mounting screw: 15 N·m
Tightening torque of dust board mounting bolt: 25 N·m
Tightening way and torque of flywheel screw:
Alternative tightening clockwise in two steps:
1st step: 50N·m (5.1Kgm)；
2nd : after loosening, tighten it to 25N·m (2.55 Kgm), with angle of 60°
Assembly drawing of rear end bearing seat and flywheel, etc.
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1

Locating spring 3
pin of flywheel

Signal
disc
mounting
screw

5

Rear end
bearing
seat

7

Dust
board
mounting bolt

2

Speed
disc

Rubber O-ring

6

Flywheel
dust board

8

Flywheel
ring
gear assembling
components

signal

4
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9

Flywheel
bolt

6.7 Subassembly of piston connecting rod
1. The boss of connecting rod big end faces the front of the engine. Mark the connecting rod and
connecting rod cover in color.
2. Ensure that connecting rods of one engine are within the same weight group.
3. Lubricate small end bush with CD－40 oil, insert the piston pin into the piston and small end hole of
the connecting rod, and install the piston pin retainer ring.
4. Visually check if the piston pin retainer ring is installed in place. Release the big end of the connecting
rod, separate the body and cover, and install the upper and lower bearings of the connecting rod.
Subassembly drawing of piston connecting rod

6.8 Assembly of cylinder liner
6.81. Apply lubricating grease into the bore of cylinder liner, use a special cleaning cloth for assembly to
clean the bore, and install the cylinder liner into the engine block.
6.82. Lubricate the bore of the cylinder liner, and use a cylinder bore gauge to check the ovality of the
bore. Use a special measuring tool to measure the clearance between the top surface of the engine
block and cylinder liner shoulder at the exhaust side. Place the cylinder liner without O-ring into the
engine block and measure the lower value. Get the average value of 2 points, and select the adjusting
shim according to level difference.
Clearance

Adjusting shim thickness

Part No.

0.10－0.13

0.15

S00001322

0.13－0.16

0.17

S00001326

0.16－0.19

0.20

S00001323

0.19－0.22

0.23

S00001325

0.22－0.25

0.25

S00001324
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6.83. Get the cylinder liner out, and install the O-ring and proper adjusting shim onto the cylinder liner.
Apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline onto the O-ring. When installing the cylinder liner onto the
engine block, make sure that the adjusting shim will not be stuck between the engine block bore and the
cylinder liner outer diameter.
Install the cylinder head
6.84. Install the O-ring and the adjusting shim, and then install the cylinder liner again. Use the tooling to
press the cylinder liner with a tightening torque of 30Nm to measure its protrusion which should be
0.01~0.05mm and cannot be negative.
6.85. Use the special tooling to press the cylinder liner before measuring the protrusion. 6.86. After
assembling the cylinder liner, use the special go gauge to check if the bore dimension meets the
standard.
6.87. After assembling the cylinder liner, do not remove the tooling to prevent the cylinder liner sliding
out of the engine block when rotating the turn-over frame.

Assembly drawing of cylinder liner
1

Cylinder liner adjusting shim

3

Cylinder liner

5

Piston connecting
rod components

2

Cylinder liner water seal ring
(3713)

4

Cylinder liner water seal
ring (3714)

6

Dipstick component
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6.9 Assembly of piston connecting rod
6.91. Lubricate piston and piston ring with an appropriate amount of clean CD-40 oil.
6.92. Adjust the opening position of the piston ring as shown in the drawing.
6.93. Use the special tooling to install the piston connecting rod assembly, and check that the marks are
of the same color and at the same side. Make sure that the boss of the connecting rod faces the front
end of the engine and the piston top arrow points to the front end of the engine.
6.94. Install the connecting rod cover and connecting rod bolts. Apply an appropriate amount of clean
CD-40 oil onto the heads of the connecting rod bolts.
Tightening method and torque of connecting rod bolts:
(1) 1st step: tighten to 30N.m; (2) 2nd step: tighten for 40°turning angle；(3) 3rd step: check again with the
torque wrench of 88N.m
6.95. After tightening the connecting rod bolts, Mark them with a paint pen after tightening.
Assembly of piston connecting rod
6.96. Use the iron wire gauge to measure the side clearance of the connecting rod, and the clearance is
required to be 0.1~0.4mm.
6.97. Crankshaft turning moment: measure it before and after the installation of the piston.
6.98. Assembly of piston oil cooling nozzle
(NOTE: the piston cooling nozzle can be installed after the connecting rod is installed, and the piston
cooling nozzle should be installed with the special tooling.)
6.99. Apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline onto the O-ring of the dipstick and insert it into the engine
block when assembling the dipstick tube components.
6.10 Assembly of oil strainer and oil deflector etc.
6.101. Apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline to lubricate the seal ring of oil pressure regulating valve
seat, and then use the special tooling to press the seal ring into the pressure regulating valve seat.
6.102. Install the oil pressure regulating valve spring as shown in the drawing.
6.103. Install the oil pressure regulating valve seat components.
6.104. Install the piston cooling nozzle components.Tightening torque: 11N.m.
6.105. Assembly of rubber O-ring
6.106. Assembly of oil deflector.Install the oil strainer and oil deflector, etc.
6.107. Assembly of oil suction pipe
Apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline onto the seal ring of the oil suction pipe. NOTE to avoid
damaging the seal ring when installing the oil suction pipe into the engine block. Tightening torque:
33N.m
6.108. Tighten the hexagonal socket head plug after the copper washer is installed. Tightening torque:
54N.m
6.109. Assembly of oil inlet pipe joints of supercharger
Tightening torque: 54N.m
6.1010. Use the special cleaning cloth for assembly to clean the contact surface between the oil sump
and the engine block.
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Assembly drawing of oil strainer and oil deflector, etc.

1

Main
oil
duct
pressure regulating
valve body

6

Rubber O-ring

10

Dipstick bracket

14

Hexagonal
head plug

2

Oil
pressure
regulating
valve
spring

7

Oil deflector

11

Rubber O-ring

15

Oil inlet pipe joint of
supercharger

3

Oil
pressure
regulating valve seat
components

8

Rubber O-ring

12

Hexagon
bolt

16

Stud
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flange

socket

6.11 Assembly of water pump
6.111. Install the stud for the water pump and check if the thread is completely screwed after tightening.
6.112. Install the water pump components as shown in the drawing.
Tightening torque of water pump components tightening nut: 25 N·m. Mark them with a paint pen after
tightening.
6.113. Screw in and tighten the oil cooler joint.
Tightening torque of oil cooler joint: 50N·m. Mark them with a paint pen after tightening.
Assembly drawing of water pump

1

Locating
pin

3

Hexagonal
bolt

flange

2

Protective
cover

4

Crankshaft
pulley

timing

5

Fastening bolt of crankshaft
timing pulley

7

Hexagonal
bolt

6

Water pump

8

Oil cooler joint
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6.12 Assembly of crankshaft timing pulley
6.121. Use the special cleaning cloth for assembly to clean the engine block end face corresponding to
front protective cover.
6.122. Apply an appropriate amount of clean CD-40 oil to lubricate the oil pump, air compressor pump
gear and crankshaft as shown in the drawing.
6.123. Use the guide sleeve to install front oil seal of the crankshaft. Meanwhile, take measures to
prevent the key slot damaging the oil seal.
6.124. Install the locating pin of front protective cover.
6.125. Apply an appropriate amount of silicon gel onto the front protective cover, as shown in the
assembly drawing. Then use the guide pin to install the protective cover within 8min. Start the engine at
least 20min later. Tightening method and torque of the front protective cover bolt are as follows:
Tighten the front protective cover diagonally to 12N.m, release it at 360°, and tighten it again in
sequence to 12Nm. (The sealing with the silicon gel for the housing can ensure its tightening effect and
sealing performance of the silicon gel.)
6.126. Install the crankshaft timing pulley. The fastening bolt of the crankshaft timing pulley is
left-handed bolt, which should be marked with non-skid varnish after being tightened.
Tightening torque of the fastening bolt: 275N.m
NOTE: when securing the crankshaft timing pulley fastening bolt, the flywheel is required to clamp the
tooling to avoid the tool rotating.
6.127. Check after the installation: check if the locating pin is located in place, and if the rubber O-ring is
correctly installed on the rear part of the water pump, if the washer is installed correctly on the rear part
of the heat exchanger and if the special locating tools are used in installation process.
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Assembly requirements for front protective cover
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6.13 Assembly of accessory bracket, power steering pump and high pressure fuel injection
pump
6.131. Install the locating socket of the accessory bracket as shown in the drawing.
6.132. Install the accessory bracket as shown in the drawing, and do not tighten the fastening bolt at this
time.
6.133. Install the power steering pump bracket, and do not tighten the fastening bolt at this time.
6.134. Install the power steering pump, and do not tighten the fastening bolt at this time.
Tightening sequence and torque of accessory:
Tighten the accessory bracket fastening bolt first to 45N·m, and then the power steering pump fastening
bolt to 25N·m, and finally tighten power steering pump bracket fastening bolt. Mark them with a paint pen
after tightening.
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Assembly drawing of vacuum pipe and idler
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6.14 Subassembly of intake and exhaust valves of cylinder head
6.141. Clean the cylinder head with gasoline, and blow it off with an air pump before cleaning it with a
special cleaning cloth for assembly.
6.142. Install the intake and exhaust valve assembly.
6.143. Use special tools to hold down the valve upper seat to install the valve lock clamp.
6.144. After installing the intake and exhaust valves, take a rubber hammer to tap the valve upper seat to
check the valve lock clamp for falling off.
6.145. Install the exhaust pipe fastening stud, and check whether the stud is screwed in thoroughly after
tightening it.

6.15 Assembly of cylinder head and hydraulic tappet
Install the cylinder head locating pin
Clean the contact surface between the cylinder block and the cylinder gasket and that between the
cylinder head and the cylinder gasket with a special cleaning cloth for assembly. Brush an appropriate
amount of Vaseline on the top of the valve, and CD-40 cleaning oil at the valve actuator joint.
Screw the mounting guide pin of the cylinder head into the engine block, and assemble the selected
cylinder head gasket and cylinder head successively.
Install the cylinder head and hydraulic tappet
Rotate the crankshaft for 90 degrees over the top dead center of the first cylinder, and secure it with a
special tool.
Select a cylinder head gasket, and use a special measuring tool to measure the distance between the
piston top surface and top surface of engine block when the pistons are out of the top dead center for all
cylinders. Measure 2 points for each cylinder (along the piston pin direction, see the assembly drawing
for details), and calculate the projection height of each piston, and the mean value of four-cylinder piston,
to determine the gasket thickness based on such overall mean value. (Note: the maximum height
deviation between different cylinders of the same engine cannot be more than 0.11.)
Selection standard of cylinder gaskets
SDEC
Material No.

SDEC
Material Name

Piston Projection
Height (mm)

Compaction
Thickness
(mm)

Qty.
(Ratio/100pcs)

S00001153

Cylinder head
gasket

0.460－0.609

1.32

17

S00001075

Cylinder head
gasket

0.610－0.709

1.42

82

S00001154

Cylinder head
gasket

0.710－0.810

1.52

1
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6.16 Tightening steps and requirements for cylinder head bolt
Step 1:
For a bolt assembled initially, applying lubricating oil is unnecessary, while for the engine bolt assembled
again, apply the engine lubricating oil at its thread and the support surface, then screw on the bolt near
the cylinder head with your hand.
Install the cylinder head and hydraulic tappet
Step 2:
Tighten the bolts with serial numbers of 3, 2, 1, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 to 30
Nm in sequence as shown in Fig.1.
Step 3:
Do not loosen the bolts. Continue to rotate the bolts with serial numbers of 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1
for 75 degrees in sequence, and the bolts with serial numbers of 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 at both
sides for 50 degrees.
Step 4:
Do not loosen the bolts. Continue to rotate the bolts with serial numbers of 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1
for 75 degrees in sequence, and the bolts with serial numbers of 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 at both
sides for 75 degrees.
Install the cylinder head and hydraulic tappet
Step 5:
After tightening the bolts in place, mark the bolt heads with a brown paint marker.
Use a special cleaning cloth for assembly to clean the upper surface of the cylinder head..7. Install the
cylinder upper cover gasket
Install the hydraulic tappet and the flame heater plug. Apply an appropriate amount of CD-40 cleaning oil
on the flame heater plug, screw it in by hand and tighten it to 14N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after
tightening.
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Assembly drawing of cylinder head and hydraulic tappet
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Schematic for measuring piston projection height and selecting cylinder head gasket
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6.17 Subassembly of cylinder upper cover
6.171 Properly install a retainer at the rear end of the cylinder upper cover.
6.172 Apply an appropriate amount of CD-40 cleaning oil on the intake and exhaust camshafts and
camshaft bearing seat of the upper cover for lubrication.
6.173 Successively install intake camshaft and exhaust camshaft into the camshaft bearing seat of the
upper cover slowly, and the camshafts be free from clamping when being rotated for more than one
cycle after assembly in place.
6.174. Use an iron wire gauge to measure the camshaft thrust clearance to see if it is 0.1mm~0.55mm.
6.175. Since the thrust clearance meets the design requirements, rotate the intake and exhaust
camshafts to the timing position and install the timing pin.
6.176 Assemble the camshaft plug. The camshaft plug mounting depth should be 1-2mm after
chamfering, and it is not required for the camshaft plug to be against the internal step all the time.
6.177. Install the camshaft oil seal.
6.178. Install the hexagon socket head cap screw. Tighten the hexagon socket head cap screw to 5 N·m.
Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.179. Install the oil and gas separator return pipe.
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Subassembly drawing for cylinder upper cover
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6.18 Assembly of cylinder upper cover, lifting eye and sensor
6.181. Use a special cleaning cloth for assembly to clean mounting joint surface of the cylinder upper
cover.
6.182. Install the timing pin at the flywheel into place before assembling the cylinder upper cover, make
sure that the crankshaft can be rota ted for 90 degrees after the piston is at the top dead centre (if it is at
the top dead centre, tightening the upper cover bolt may lead to valve impact with piston), and the timing
pin can be removed only after the timing belt has been assembled in place.
6.183. Use a flywheel to clamp the tooling to secure the crankshaft.
6.184. Tightening methods and torque for cylinder upper cover fastening bolts:
First step: Tighten them to 7Nm in the sequence of 1~16.
Install cylinder upper cover, lifting eye and sensor.
Second step: Tighten them to 25Nm more in the sequence of 1~16.
Third step: Tighten them to 32.4Nm more in the sequence of 1~5.
Mark them with a paint marker after tightening.
6.185. Install the water temperature sensor. Apply an appropriate amount of Loctite glue 222 at the
thread of water temperature sensor, which should be tightened to 18 N.m. Mark it with a paint marker
after tightening.
6.186. Install the cylinder head water pipe intermediate flange installed with a copper washer, with clamp
assembled in the direction as shown in the drawing, and the tighten the cylinder head water pipe
intermediate flange to 18N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.187. Install the lifting eye. Tighten the lifting eye bolt to 33 N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after
tightening.
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Assembly drawing of cylinder upper cover, lifting eye and sensor
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Schematic for tightening steps of cylinder upper cover fastening bolt
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6.19 Assembly of oil sump, flywheel and dust guard bracket etc.
6.191. Use a special cleaning cloth for assembly to clean the contact surface of the oil sump and the
engine block.
6.192. Screw in the mounting guide pin of oil sump into the engine block.
6.193. Install the oil sump gasket and oil sump as directed by the guide pin, and two bypass hose
brackets to the positions as shown in the drawing.
Tighten the oil sump screws to 15Nm in the sequence of 1－21 as shown in the drawing at first, and then
tighten them to 15Nm again after releasing them for 90 degrees.
Mark them with a paint marker after tightening.
6.194. Install the flywheel dust guard bracket. Tighten the dust guard bracket fastening bolts to 45N.m.
Mark them with a paint marker after tightening.
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Assembly drawing of oil sump, flywheel and dust guard bracket
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and

Schematic for tightening sequence of oil sump fastening bolt
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6.20 Assembly of timing pulley chamber, oil filler cap components etc.
6.201 Install the timing pulley chamber gasket, which can be led into the timing pulley chamber with a
guide pin. Install 3 large fastening bolts, then install other small bolts, and tighten them in the same
sequence as installation.
Tighten the large fastening bolts of the timing pulley chamber to 45N.m, and the small bolts to 11N.m.
Mark them with a paint marker after tightening.
6.202 Install oil filler cap components.
Install the O-ring to the oil filler cap connecting pipe and screw it into the engine block oil filler, and then
tighten the oil filler cap connecting pipe to 80N.m, and mark it with a paint marker after tightening. Install
the O-ring to the oil filler cap and then tighten the O-ring to the oil filler cap connecting pipe.
6.203. As shown, install the intake pressure and temperature sensor with the fastening screws tightened
to 5N.m. Mark them with a paint marker after tightening.
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Assembly drawing of timing pulley chamber and oil filler caps components
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and

6.21 Assembly of timing transmission
6.211. Screw on the tensioner nut and the camshaft bolt slightly rather than tightening them, and then
adjust the position of the tensioner central shaft to release the tightening force so as to install timing belt;
later, use a special tool to lock the belt on the crankshaft pulley, and then install the belt to the fuel pump
pulley. To ensure the timing accuracy, adjust the fuel pump gear direction till the indentation
identification on the gear aligns with the identification on the timing rear cover.
6.212. Correct assembly steps for tensioner belt:
(1). Refer to the special identification “D”, rotate the front end gasket “A” of the tensioner clockwise to
push the tensioner pulley to the right position “B” as shown in the drawing. Then tighten the nut, check
whether the relative position between the position of pointer “B” and the position of the identification “D”
is right, then mark them with a paint marker.
a. Pointer “B” is located at the right position.
b. The nut has an accurate tightening torque.
(2). Use a special wrench to set 4.5-5Kgm, rotate the intake camshaft pulley “E” to set torque clockwise.
(3). Lock the camshaft pulley bolt, and then mark it with a paint marker.
(4). Remove the timing bolt from the flywheel and camshaft.
6.213. Make a final mark with a paint marker after tightening.
6.214. When assembling timing belt, clamp the crankshaft pulley with tool to prevent it from moving.
6.215. With the crankshaft pulley, fuel pump pulley and two idlers as well as timing tensioner tightened,
use a special tool for assembling camshaft pulley to seize the pulley, and apply 40-45Nm torque to rotate
the camshaft anticlockwise, for the purpose of good fitting of the fuel pump side strap (slack side). At last,
tighten the two camshaft timing pulleys (seize the pulley while tightening it).
6.216. Unexpected wear inspection after timing drive belt assembly:
a. While installing the fuel pump fastening stud, except for proper use of the stud (M8×35), a
pre-installed end should be the shorter end of the stud, and no exposure of the stud at the timing pulley
end is allowed; the shock absorber fastening bolt should be M8×16, and no exposure of its head is
allowed after tightening. The reason is that the exposed part may impact the timing drive belt.
b. After installing the timing belt which should be kept away from inner wall of the gear chamber, make
sure that clearance exists between the timing belt and the inner wall to avoid any friction between them.
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Assembly drawing of timing transmission
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6.22 Assembly of front timing protective shield and engine support etc.
6.221. Use a special cleaning cloth for assembly to clean the timing protective shield, paste two barcode
labels, and check that serial number of engine on the label is consistent with that on the crankcase.
6.222. Place the timing protective shield applied with silicon gel for 24 h, and then install it after the
silicon gel has been solidified.
Note: Processes 1 and 2 can be done for a workday in advance according to assembly schedule.
6.223. Install the camshaft timing plug. Install the gasket to the camshaft timing plug and screw them into
the position as shown in the drawing, and tighten it to 17N.m.
6.224. Install the crankshaft speed sensor.
Apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline on the O-rubber ring of the crankshaft speed sensor, and
tighten the crankshaft speed sensor fastening bolt to 11N.m.
6.225. After the silicon gel has been solidified in 24 h, assemble the front timing protective shield.
Tighten the front timing protective shield fastening bolt to 6N.m.
6.226. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
Install the front support.
Apply an appropriate amount of Loctite glue 222 on the fastening bolt thread of the front support, and
tighten the bolt to 45N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.227. Screw in the hanger plate fastening stud, and check whether the stud has been screwed in
completely.
6.228. Install the hanger plate to the assembling position as shown, and tighten the fastening nut to
84N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
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Assembly drawing of front timing protective shield and engine support etc.
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6.23 Assembly of supercharger, exhaust pipe and thermostat
6.231. Screw in supercharger fastening stud to the mounting joint surface of the exhaust pipe
supercharger, and check whether the stud has been screwed in completely after tightening.
6.232. Install the supercharger gasket, and the installation direction of the supercharger gasket ring
flange same with that as shown (facing the manifold flange).
6.233. Install the supercharger component. Tighten the supercharger self-locking nut diagonally to
33N.m, and mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.234. Install the supercharger return pipe welding component. Place the supercharger return pipe
gasket on the supercharger return pipe and install them to the supercharger return port flange.
Tighten the supercharger return pipe to 11N.m, and mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.235. Install the supercharger return rubber hose. Install one end of the return rubber hose into the
supercharger return pipe, and clamp it with a steel strip elastic ring clamp; Clamp the other end installed
with steel strip elastic hoop slightly so as not to fall off, which can be positioned according to the direction
as shown in the drawing.
6.236. Install the exhaust elbow.
a. Screw in the exhaust elbow fastening stud into the supercharger exhaust end, and check whether the
stud has been screwed in completely after tightening.
b. Install the exhaust outlet flange gasket.
c. Install the exhaust elbow, and tighten the fastening nut to 45N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after
tightening.
d. Screw in the stud into the triangle flange at the other end of exhaust elbow, and check whether the
stud has been screwed in completely after tightening.
6.237. Install the exhaust pipe.
a. Screw the exhaust pipe fastening stud into the engine block, and check whether the stud has been
screwed in completely after tightening.
b. Install the exhaust pipe gasket.
c. Install the exhaust pipe.
Tighten the exhaust pipe nut successively in the sequence of 1~9 as shown, and tighten the exhaust
pipe fastening nut to 36N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.238. Install the exhaust elbow bracket.
Install the exhaust elbow bracket as required below: 1) Secure the bolt “Y” to the engine; block 2) Use
the bolt “Z” to fix the support and the exhaust elbow; 3) Tighten the bolt “Y” to 45N.m, and the bolt “Z” to
45N.m. Mark them with a paint marker after tightening.
6.239. Install the supercharger oil inlet pipe welding component.
a. Screw the supercharger oil inlet joint installed with copper washer into the engine block. Tighten it to
54N.m, and mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
b. Install the supercharger oil inlet hinge bolt with copper washer into oil inlet pipe, and then screw into
supercharger oil inlet after adding another cooper washer rather than tighten it at this time.
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c. Screw the other end of the supercharger oil inlet pipe into the supercharger oil inlet joint of the engine
block, adjust the supercharger oil inlet pipe to be free from interference, and then tighten the oil inlet pipe
nut and hinge bolt. Tighten the oil inlet pipe nut to 33N.m, the hinge bolt to 25N.m. Mark them individually
with a paint marker after tightening.
6.2310. Install the thermostat
After installing the thermostat with a gasket properly, assemble the thermostat to the position as shown
in the assembly drawing. Tighten the thermostat fastening bolt to 25N.m, and mark it with a paint marker
after tightening.
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Assembly drawing of supercharger, exhaust pipe and thermostat
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Schematic for tightening sequence of exhaust pipe fastening nut
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6.24 Subassembly of air intake connection
Subassembly of air intake connection.
Tighten the EGR valve component with a gasket to the air intake connection component with a
tightening torque of 11N.m, and mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
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EGR valve

4

Hexagon flange
bolt

Subassembly drawing of air intake connection

6.25 Assembly of common rail pipe, injector, fuel pipeline, and air intake connection
6.251 Install the high-pressure common rail pipe
a. Screw two studs into the cylinder upper cover, and check whether the studs have been screwed in
completely.
b. After installing high-pressure common rail pipe, screw in the common rail fastening nut and the
common rail fastening bolt at another place, tighten the high-pressure common rail fastening bolt and
stud fastening nut to 25 N·m, and then mark them individually with a paint marker after tightening.
6.252. Install the injector
a. Install the O-ring into injector into the ring slot, apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline on the O-ring,
and install the injector in the cylinder head injector bore as shown in the drawing.
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b. Cushion the injector, and insert the opening end of the injector pressure plate into the flat end of the
injector, and screw injector pressure plate fastening bolt into the other end to tighten it to 33 N·m, and
mark them individually with a paint marker after tightening.
Note: all Injector pressure plates of the same engine must be supplied by the same supplier.
6.253. Install the fuel pipeline
a. Apply an appropriate amount of Vaseline to the position between the arrows which are used for
assembling the injector in the drawing.
b. Install the fuel injection pump to the high pressure fuel injection pipe of high-pressure common rail
pipe. Install the high pressure fuel injection pipe fastener to the high pressure fuel injection pipe, and
tighten it when you feel that the nut is screwed up by your hand. Tighten the high pressure fuel injection
pipe nut connected to the fuel injection pump to 28 N.m; and that connected to the high-pressure
common rail pipe to 20 N.m. Tighten the high pressure fuel injection pipe fastener to 18 N.m.
Mark them individually with a paint marker after tightening.
c. In the sequence of 4-3-2-1, install the injector to high pressure fuel injection pipe of high-pressure
common rail pipe. Align it with the high pressure fuel injection pipe correctly, and tighten it when you feel
that the nut is screwed up by your hand. Tighten the high pressure fuel injection pipe nut connected to
the injector to 28 N.m; that connected to the high-pressure common rail pipe to 20 N.m. Mark them
individually with a paint marker after tightening.
d. Install the injector return pipe. Install a clamp to the connecting end of the high pressure fuel injection
pump for the injector return pipe, screw in the high pressure fuel injection pump return port and tighten
the clamp; connect the other end to the injector and insert it into its connector carefully. Fasten the
injector return pipe clip to the cylinder upper cover with the bolt with the torque of 18N.m. Mark it with a
paint marker after tightening.
6.254. Install the oil and gas separator. Install the O-ring to the oil and gas separator, and apply an
appropriate amount of Vaseline on the O-ring to assemble the oil and gas separator as shown. Tighten
the oil and gas separator fastening bolt to 11N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.255. Install the air intake pipe
a. Screw the air intake pipe component with the gasket into the cylinder upper cover air intake flange,
and do not tighten the fastening bolt at this time.
b. Install the air intake pipe fastening bracket, screw the air intake pipe fastening bracket with fastening
bolts at its two ends into engine block and air intake pipe, and do not tighten the fastening bolt for the
moment.
2.256. Install camshaft speed sensor. Apply an appropriate amount of CD-40 cleaning oil to lubricate
camshaft speed sensor bottom seat, and install in camshaft speed sensor with its fastening bolt
tightened to 11N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
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Assembly drawing of common rail pipe, injector, fuel pipeline and air intake pipe
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6.26 Assembly of EGR cooler
6.261. Apply an appropriate amount of Loctite glue 5920 on the joint surface of the EGR exhaust pipe
and the air intake elbow.
6.262. Install the EGR cooler, EGR exhaust pipe and EGR water inlet and outlet pipes.
6.263. Tightening sequence and torque for fastening bolt:
a. Tighten the fastening bolts for the EGR cooler end and the exhaust manifold to 33N.m. Mark them
individually with a paint marker after tightening.
b. Tighten the EGR cooler bracket fastening bolts to 45N.m. Mark them individually with a paint marker
after tightening.
c. Tighten the EGR pipe V-type clamp bolts to 4N.m, and make sure that the sealing surface of EGR
exhaust pipe fits well.
d. Tighten the EGR exhaust pipe flange fastening bolts to 33N.m. Mark them individually with a paint
marker after tightening.
e. Tighten the connecting bolts for the air intake elbow and the upper cover to 11N.m. Mark them
individually with a paint marker after tightening.
f. Finally tighten the air intake elbow bracket fastening bolts to 45N.m. Mark them individually with a paint
marker after tightening.
Assembly drawing of EGR cooling pipe
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6.27 Assembly of front accessory drive system
6.271. Install the vibration damper component with the fastening bolt tightened to 33 N.m, and mark it
with a paint marker after tightening.
6.272. Install the tensioner component with the mounting bolt tightened to 45N.m, and mark it with a
paint marker after tightening.
6.273. Install the generator with the mounting nut tightened to 25 N.m, and mark it with a paint marker
after tightening.
6.274. Install the A/C compressor with the mounting bolt tightened to 25 N.m, and mark it with a paint
marker after tightening.
6.275. After installing the drive belt in place, check if the drive belt matches with the pulley.
6.276. Use a special oil filling tool to screw in the oil filler, and add 6.5L10W40 engine oil into the tool
through an oil filler.
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Assembly drawing of front accessory drive system
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11

Oil filler

6.28 Assembly of thermal shield, return pipe, oil filter and oil dipstick
6.281. Install the thermal shield and thermal shield fastening bolt, and do not tighten at this time. Mark it
with a paint marker after tightening.
6.282. Insert the return pipe with a clamp into the hose, and adjust the return pipe position to align the
return pipe bracket mounting hole with the thermal shield mounting hole.
6.283. Tighten the thermal shield fastening bolt to 25 N.m, and the return pipe clamp to 10N.m. Mark
them individually with a paint marker after tightening.
6.284. Install the thermostat bypass hose. Apply an appropriate amount of soapy water for lubrication to
insert the thermostat bypass hose. Tighten the thermostat bypass hose clamp to 10 N.m, and mark it
with a paint marker after tightening.
6.285. Install the oil filter. Apply an appropriate amount of CD-40 cleaning oil to lubricate the filter drum
to be tightened to 10 N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.286. Install the oil dipstick with O-seal ring, on which an appropriate amount of Vaseline should be
applied, and insert it into oil dipstick pipe.
6.287. Use rubber band and dustproof paper to wrap the orifice of all water, air and oil pipes.
Assembly drawing of thermal shield, return pipe, oil filter and oil dipstick
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6.29 Assembly of harness and plug
6.291. Install the harness bracket with the fastening nut tightened to 20N.m, and the fastening bolt to
20N.m. Mark them individually with a paint marker after tightening.
6.292. Install the harness right angle bracket (two places) with the fastening bolt tightened to 20N.m.
Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.293. Install the oil pressure alarm switch with an appropriate amount of PTFE applied on the thread
and the fastening bolt tightened to12 N.m. Mark it with a paint marker after tightening.
6.294. Install the harness, the connector of which should be assembled in accordance with the indication
on the assembly drawing. Fasten the harness to the injector return pipe with a black strap.
6.295. Check the oil level which should be at a position -3mm~-7mm from the maximum scale of oil
dipstick. If not, fill up or drain the oil to keep it within the limit.
6.296. Check whether there is sealing identification to prevent paint removing on the EGR valve.
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Assembly diagram of harness and plug

1

Harness

3

Oil pressure
warning switch

5

Protective
sleeve

7

Water pipe
Protective sleeve

9

Protective
sleeve

2

Hexagon flange
bolt

4

Protective sleeve

6

Protective
sleeve

8

Water pipe
Protective sleeve

10

Gasket
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Chapter VII Maintenance of diesel engine
Maintenance schedule of diesel engine
The maintenance intervals and items for this series of diesel engines are given in the following table.
Users should conduct the periodic maintenance according to this table. If the diesel engine often runs at
an ambient temperature below -18℃ or above 38℃, or in dusty environment or the diesel engine shuts
down frequently, then the maintenance intervals must be shortened.

Maintenance items

First
maintenance
Daily
after
maintenance
running
3,000 km

Every
10000 km
or 6
months

Every
20,000
km
or 1
year

Every
40,000
km
or 2
years

Every
80,000
km
or 4
years

Check the periphery of
●
●
●
●
●
●
the diesel engine
Check the fuel tank
●
●
●
●
●
●
Check the air filter
●
●
●
●
●
●
maintenance indicator
Check the fault diagnosis
●
●
●
●
●
●
indicator lamp
Check the oil level
●
●
●
●
●
●
Check the coolant level
●
●
●
●
●
●
Check the electrolyte
●
●
●
●
●
●
level
Check the accessory
●
●
●
●
●
●
drive belt*
Check the cooling fan
●
●
●
●
●
●
Change oil and the oil
●
●
●
●
●
filter
Replace the fuel filter
●
●
●
●
Check the fuel pumping
and exhaust of the fuel
●
●
●
●
system
Check the air filter
●
●
●
●
element
Check the intake system
●
●
●
●
Check the intercooler
●
●
●
●
Check the harness of the
●
●
●
●
diesel engine
Check the accessory
●
●
drive belt tensioner **
Check the fan bearing
●
●
Check the supercharger
●
●
Check
the
shock
●
●
absorber
Check the air compressor
●
●
Change coolant
●
●
Timing tensioner
●
Timing belt
●
* If cracks or other defects affecting the belt use are found on the accessory drive belt surface, replace it
timely.
** If the accessory drive belt tensioner is unusual, replace it timely.
Note: The maintenance intervals are calculated in km or year/month, whichever comes first.
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•

Maintenance items and methods of the diesel engine

Check periphery of the diesel engine
Check the periphery of the diesel engine before starting every day, including the following items:
•

Check whether there is any wiping cloth, scrap wire, pipe clamps, screws piling up on the diesel
engine and the radiator and keep the diesel engine clean and tidy.

•

Check all joints and sealing surfaces of the fuel system, cooling system and lubricating system for
leakage.

•

Check whether the fan connection and safety shield are safe, reliable and installed properly.

•

Check the accessories for fastening.

•

Check the electrical circuit connectors for looseness and wire for soundness.

•

Check the accessory drive belt for soundness.

Check the fuel tank
Check the fuel tank level every day.
Check the air filter maintenance indicator
Check the air filter maintenance indicator. If the inspection window is displayed red, it indicates that the
intake resistance of the air filter exceeds the specified value and the filter element should be replaced.
After the filter element is replaced, press the button at the maintenance indicator end to reset it.
△Note: after the air filter element is replaced, make sure that two end faces of the air filter are sealed up
reliably and be free from air leakage.
△Note: starting the diesel engine without air filter is never allowed. Otherwise, early wear of the diesel
engine will occur easily.
Check the fault diagnosis indicator lamp
Check the fault diagnosis indicator lamp before starting every day. Turn the key to “ON” position. If the
fault indicator lamp is on, it indicates that the fault indicator lamp can work properly. If the lamp is off, it
indicates that the fault lamp is faulty. If the diesel engine is under starting or running conditons, then the
fault diagnosis lamp should go out. Otherwise, the electronic control system is faulty.
Check the oil level
Check the oil level of the diesel engine every day before starting or after the vehicle stops (at least 15
min later after stopping) so that there is sufficient time for the oil to return to the oil sump. The oil level
should be between the two scale lines “ADD” and “FULL”. If the oil is insufficient, add oil. The oil quantity
difference between the dipstick low level “ADD” and the high level “FULL” is about 2L.
△Note: Never run the diesel engine when the oil level is lower than “ADD” scale line, otherwise, the
performance of the diesel engine will get poor, even the diesel engine will be damaged.
Check the coolant level
▲Warning: when the diesel engine is working, its coolant temperature is high and there is pressure,
which tends to cause scald. When the diesel engine is shut down and the coolant temperature drops to
below 50℃, slowly unscrew the pressure cap to release pressure, and then check the coolant level or
add coolant.
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▲Warning: there is alkali in the antirust agent of the coolant. Therefore, avoid the coolant contacting
your skin and eye to prevent injury.
Check the coolant level in the expansion tank before starting the diesel engine or when the engine is
shut down every day. The coolant level should be maintained between the upper scale line (MAX) and
lower scale line (MIN). If necessary, add coolant to near the upper scale line.
△Note: add the coolant slowly to avoid air block.
Check the electrolyte level
(1) Check the electrolyte level before starting the diesel engine every day. Remove the filling cap. The
electrolyte level should be at the bottom of the filler. If the electrolyte level is too low, add the electrolyte
as required.
(2) Install the filling cap.
Check the accessory drive belt
Visually check the drive belt every day. Check the belt for crisscross cracks. Transverse cracks across
the belt width are allowed, but longitudinally (across the belt length) and horizontally crossed cracks are
not permitted. If the belt is worn-out or material peeling off occurred, then the belt should be replaced.
Check the cooling fan
Visually check the fan for defects such as cracks every day. Make sure that the fan is installed reliably. If
necessary, tighten the fastening bolts or replace the damaged fan.
▲Warning: the damage to the fan blade will cause serious person injury. Never pull or pry the fan or run
the diesel engine crankshaft by the fan.
Check the air filter element
Check the air filter element for damage and clean the element before checking.
▲Warning: when using the compressed air, pay attention to protect yourself well. The highest pressure
of the compressed air should not exceed 205 kPa. Do not clean the filter element by hitting or knocking
with a hard object. Check the filter element after cleaning it. Never use filter element with wrinkles or a
damaged gasket or seal ring.
Check the intake system
Check the air intake hose for cracks or through-holes and the clamp for looseness. If the air intake hose
is in failure, replace it. If clamps are found loose, tighten the clamp screws to make sure that air intake
system is air tight.
Check the intercooler
Visually check the intercooler intake and discharge chambers for cracks, through-holes or other
damages. Check the air inlet pipe and outlet pipe for cracks, desoldering or other damages. If any,
replace them.
Check the harness of the diesel engine
Check the using conditions of the electronic control system circuit. Visually check the harness for
breakage, looseness, wear, bareness or burn.
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Chapter VIII Engine Electronic Control System
8.1 Structure diagram of BOSCH electronically controlled high pressure common rail
system
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8.2 Working principle of electronic control system
Working principle of BOSCH electronically controlled high pressure common rail system
Fuel is pumped out through the integrated fuel delivery pump of the high pressure fuel injection pump
from the fuel tank. Then the high pressure fuel is transferred to the high pressure common rail pipe for
storing the high pressure fuel from the high pressure fuel injection pump after passing through the fuel
filter and then supplied for all injectors through the high pressure common rail pipes. Because high
pressure fuel from a common high pressure pipeline is used by all injectors, it is called common rail. The
engine ECU controls the fuel quantity injected to the cylinder from the injectors under correct injection
pressure and at right injection time by receiving the signals from all sensors, which can ensure the
optimal combustion ratio, atomization and the optimum ignition time and get good fuel economy and
minimum emission of the pollutants.
Types of the sensors

Sensor

Magnetoelectric type

Crankshaft
sensor

Variable-resistance
sensor

Signal
speed

Digit

Camshaft phase sensor

Digit

Thermo-sensitive
rheostat

Water
temperature
sensor, intake pressure
and temperature sensor

Analog

Sliding wire rheostat

Accelerator pedal

Analog

Strain gage rheostat

Rail pressure sensor,
intake pressure and
temperature sensor

Analog
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8.3 Layout plan of electronic control components
Camshaft
sensor

Injector

phase

Common rail

Rail
pressure
sensor
Fuel
unit

metering

High
pressure fuel
injection
pump

Intake
pressure
and temperature
sensor

Water
temperature
sensor
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8.4 ECU
ECU (Electronic control unit)
ECU is the control center of the electronic-controlled engine and controls the operation of all actuators
through receiving the engine running information sent by the sensors and processing the information.
Besides, ECU includes a monitor module. ECU and the monitor module monitor each other. If there is
any fault, any of them can cut off the fuel separately.
Harness connector of the
complete vehicle (94 pins)

Harness connector
engine (60 pins)

of

the

8.5 High pressure pump unit
High pressure fuel
outlet (to high pressure
common rail)

Fuel metering unit

Gear pump
Fuel
camshaft

pump

Overflow valve
Fuel pump return
port (to fuel tank)
Fuel pump inlet
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8.6 Injector unit
CRI 2.2 electronic-controlled injector

Return
pipe

Working principle:
1.Solenoid valve deenergized: ball valve closed

Conne
ctor

Solenoid
valve

Control valve pressure + needle valve spring
pressure＞needle valve chamber pressure

Fuel inlet

Needle valve closed: no injection;
2. Solenoid valve energized: ball valve closed, fuel
drain hole draining fuel

Ball valve
Fuel drain
hole
Fuel inlet
hole
Control
chamber

Control valve pressure + needle valve spring
pressure＜needle valve chamber pressure
Needle valve opened: injection;
The opening speed of the needle valve is
determined by the flow difference between the fuel
inlet hole and drain hole;

Plunger
Needle valve
spring

The closing speed of the needle valve is
determined by the flow of the fuel inlet hole;

Oil feed
groove
Needle valve
chamber

Injection response= solenoid valve response +
hydraulic system response；

Needle valve

Generally the response time is 0.1～0.3ms

No injection

Injection

8.7 High pressure common rail pipe unit
HFR-16 high pressure common rail pipe
It is used for storing high pressure fuel and preventing pressure fluctuations caused by fuel supply of the
fuel pump and the fuel injection of the injector:

Common rail fuel
outlet ( to injector)

Common rail fuel inlet
(from high pressure fuel
injection pump)

Rail pressure
sensor
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8.8 Crankshaft sensor unit
□Crankshaft speed sensor
Principle: electromagnetic induction
Function:1. Crankshaft speed
2.Top dead center position of the crankshaft

1.Permanent magnet 2.Sensor housing
3.Engine cylinder block4.Soft iron core
5.Coil

6.Signal panel

8.9 Camshaft sensor unit
Camshaft phase sensor:
Principle: Hall effect
Function: to determine the phase; there is a tooth made of ferromagnetic material on the camshaft. The
tooth rotates with the camshaft. When the tooth passes through the induction part (semiconductor
diaphragm) of the camshaft phase sensor, its magnetic field will make the electron in the semiconductor
diaphragm deflect at a direction perpendicular to the current passing through the diaphragm, which will
produce a transient voltage signal (Hall effect). This signal will be transferred to ECU to determine the
top dead center position of the first cylinder.
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8.10 Water temperature sensor unit
□Water temperature sensor
Principle: The resistance of highly sensitive NTC (negative temperature coefficient thermistor) increases
as the temperature drops.
Function: measure the coolant temperature and give a feedback to ECU

1.Electronic connector

2.Sensor housing

3.NTC resistor

4.Coolant

8.11Rail pressure sensor intake pressure and temperature sensor unit
Rail pressure sensor
Principle: The resistance change of the diaphragm strain gage on the inductive components will convert
the pressure in the common rail into voltage signal and transfer it to ECU and then control the fuel
quantity delivered to the rail via fuel metering unit to control rail pressure;
Function: Measure the rail pressure of the high pressure common rail and give feedback to ECU:
Rail pressure
sensor

1.

Electronic
connector
3. Induction diaphragm

5. Fixing thread

2.
Evaluation
circuit
4. High pressure
connector
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轨

8.12 Fault mode
S/N

Fault
code

Fault description

1

P0538

The voltage signal of the A/C evaporator temperature sensor is higher than the upper
limit

2

P0537

The voltage signal of the A/C evaporator temperature sensor is lower than upper limit

3

P0100

Air meter supply voltage is faulty

4

P0101

Air meter signal is incorrect

5

P010D

Air meter periodic signal is higher than the upper limit

6

P010C

Air meter periodic signal is lower than the lower limit

7

P0533

A/C pressure voltage signal is higher than the upper limit

8

P0532

A/C pressure voltage signal is lower than the lower limit

9

P1512

A/C pressure duty cycle signal is higher than the upper limit

10

P1510

A/C pressure duty cycle signal is lower than the lower limit

11

P1513

A/C pressure periodic signal is higher than the upper limit

12

P1511

A/C pressure periodic signal is lower than the lower limit

13

P0645

A/C compressor control module is in open circuit

14

P1640

A/C compressor control module is overloaded or overheated

15

P0647

A/C compressor control module is short circuit to the high level

16

P0646

A/C compressor control module is in short circuit to the ground

17

P1515

A/C switch signal obtained from CAN is unreliable

18

P2519

A/C switch signal obtained from CAN is incorrect

19

P0402

The difference between the air demand and the actual fresh air input exceed upper
limit (too large positive deviation)

20

P0401

The difference between the air demand and the actual fresh air input exceed lower
limit (too large negative deviation)

21

P0563

Battery voltage is higher than the upper limit

22

P0562

Battery voltage is lower than the lower limit

23

P0504

Brake signal is unreliable or signal circuit is open circuit

24

P0571

Brake signal is incorrect

25

P0119

The reasonableness test of water temperature sensor absolute values is incorrect

26

P0116

The reasonableness test of water temperature sensor dynamic values is incorrect

27

P0118

Diesel engine water temperature sensor voltage is higher than the upper limit

28

P0117

Diesel engine water temperature sensor voltage is lower than the lower limit

29

P1700

Clutch signal is unreliable or signal circuit is open circuit

30

P0704

Clutch signal is incorrect (CAN signal)

31

P1245

Diesel engine torque is restricted

32

P110A

The restricted condition 0 of the complete vehicle performance is activated

33

P110B

The restricted condition 1 of the complete vehicle performance is activated

34

P110C

The restricted condition 2 of the complete vehicle performance is activated

35

P110D

The restricted condition 3 of the complete vehicle performance is activated

36

P110E

The restricted function of the complete vehicle performance is activated
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37

P1680

Cruise indicator drive circuit is in open circuit

38

P1681

Cruise indicator drive circuit is overheated

39

P1682

Cruise indicator drive circuit is in open circuit to the power supply or the high level

40

P1683

Cruise indicator drive circuit is in short circuit to the ground

41

P0579

Cruise key input is invalid

42

P0128

Temperature diagnosis ID is incorrect

43

P150A

Diagnosis for drive circuit is invalid when the battery voltage is too high

44

P150B

Diagnosis for drive circuit is invalid when the battery voltage is too low

45

P1650

EEPROM area erasing is faulty and cannot be erased

46

P1651

EEPROM area reading is faulty and cannot be read

47

P1652

EEPROM area writing is faulty and cannot be written

48

P1410

The difference between the setting value and the actual value of EGR valve opening
exceeds the upper limit (too large positive deviation)

49

P1411

The difference between the setting value and the actual value of EGR valve opening
exceeds lower limit (too large negative deviation)

50

P213A

H axle circuit signal of ECU driving EGR valve is in open circuit

51

P213B

H axle circuit signal of ECU driving EGR valve is overloaded

52

P1030

H axle circuit of ECU driving EGR valve is overheated

53

P2142

H axle negative of ECU driving EGR valve is short to power supply

54

P213D

H axle positive of ECU driving EGR valve is short to power supply

55

P2141

H axle negative of ECU driving EGR valve is short to ground

56

P213C

H axle positive of ECU driving EGR valve is short to ground

57

P1031

H axle of ECU driving EGR valve is overloaded

58

P1032

H axle circuit of ECU driving EGR valve is overheated

59

P1033

H axle drive voltage of ECU driving EGR valve is low

60

P1034

EGR valve is clogged at closing state

61

P1035

EGR valve is clogged at opening state

62

P1036

The continuous drift amount of the EGR valve exceeds the limit

63

P10B2

The self-studying of the EGR valve deviation value failed

64

P1037

The valve is clogged during the self-studying of the EGR valve deviation value

65

P103C

The deviation value reasonableness of the EGR valve self-studying is faulty

66

P0409

EGR valve driver is in open circuit

67

P0403

EGR valve controller chip is overheated

68

P0490

EGR valve controller is short to power supply

69

P0489

EGR valve controller is short to ground

70

P0404

The short-time drift EGR valve is faulty

71

P0406

EGR valve position sensor output voltage is higher than the upper limit

72

P0405

EGR valve position feedback voltage is lower than the minimum value

73

P1610

Fuel injection cut-off request

74

P0219

Diesel engine over speed protection

75

P0215

Rotation speed protection of the dual mass flywheel

76

P0737

Rotation speed sensor signal is in open circuit to the instrument panel output signal
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77

P1710

Rotation speed sensor internal circuit is overheated

78

P0739

Rotation speed sensor signal is in short circuit to the instrument panel output signal
and to the battery

79

P0738

Rotation speed sensor signal is in short circuit to the instrument panel output signal
and to the ground

80

P2229

The barometric pressure sensor voltage signal exceeds the upper limit

81

P2228

The barometric pressure sensor voltage signal is lower than the lower limit

82

P0070

The reasonableness detection of the air temperature signal is faulty

83

P0073

The air temperature sensor voltage signal exceeds the upper limit

84

P0072

The air temperature sensor voltage signal is lower than the lower limit

85

P0339

Interference to camshaft signal occurs

86

P0340

No camshaft signal is detected

87

P0341

Camshaft signal deviation is faulty

88

P0336

Interference to camshaft signal occurs

89

P0335

No crankshaft signal is detected

90

P020A

Faulty Trigger is when cylinder 1 ET reaches the maximum limit (with ZFC functioning)

91

P020B

Fault is triggered when cylinder 2 ET reaches the maximum limit (with ZFC
functioning)

92

P020C

Fault is triggered when cylinder 3 ET reaches the maximum limit (with ZFC
functioning)

93

P020D

Fault is triggered when cylinder 4 ET reaches the maximum limit (with ZFC
functioning)

94

P1210

Fault is triggered when cylinder 1 ET reaches the minimum limit (with ZFC functioning)

95

P1211

Fault is triggered when cylinder 2 ET reaches the minimum limit (with ZFC functioning)

96

P1212

Fault is triggered when cylinder 3 ET reaches the minimum limit (with ZFC functioning)

97

P1213

Fault is triggered when cylinder 4 ET reaches the minimum limit (with ZFC functioning)

98

P1418

Exhaust brake lamp drive circuit is in open circuit

99

P1419

Exhaust brake lamp drive circuit is overheated

100

P141A

Exhaust brake lamp drive circuit is short to power supply

101

P141B

Exhaust brake lamp drive circuit is short to ground

102

P141C

Exhaust brake relay drive circuit is in open circuit

103

P141D

Exhaust brake relay drive circuit is overheated

104

P141E

Exhaust brake relay drive circuit is short to power supply

105

P141F

Exhaust brake relay drive circuit is short to ground

106

P0480

Switching mode fan control is in open circuit

107

P0481

Switching mode fan control is in open circuit

108

P0483

Switching mode fan control is overheated

109

P0484

Switching mode fan control is overheated

110

P0691

Switching mode fan control is short to power supply

111

P0693

Switching mode fan control is short to power supply

112

P0692

Switching mode fan control is short to ground

113

P0694

Switching mode fan control is short to ground

114

P1400

Stepless fan control is in open circuit
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115

P1401

Stepless fan control is overheated

116

P1402

Stepless fan control is short to power supply

117

P1403

Stepless fan control is short to ground

118

P1623

Fuel consumption shows that drive circuit is in open circuit

119

P1624

Fuel consumption shows that drive circuit is overheated

120

P1621

Fuel consumption shows that drive circuit is short to power supply

121

P1622

Fuel consumption shows that drive circuit is short to ground

122

P1020

Fuel filter heating drive circuit is in open circuit

123

P1025

Fuel filter heating drive circuit is overheated

124

P1021

Fuel filter heating drive circuit is short to power supply

125

P1022

Fuel filter heating drive circuit is short to ground

126

P250F

The fuel level in the fuel tank is lower than the lowest level or there is air in the lower
pressure pipeline

127

P2264

Oil and water separator indicator lamp drive circuit is in open circuit

128

P2268

Oil and water separator indicator lamp drive circuit is overheated

129

P2267

Oil and water separator indicator lamp drive circuit is short to power supply

130

P2266

Oil and water separator indicator lamp drive circuit is short to ground

131

P2269

The self-inspection of the oil and water separator sensor is faulty (the sensor is
damaged)

132

P2265

The tested water level in the oil and water separator is too high

133

P0183

Fuel temperature sensor voltage signal is higher than the maximum valve

134

P0182

Fuel temperature sensor voltage signal is lower than the minimum valve

135

P1131

Fuel temperature signal is unreliable

136

P1720

CAN signal input is incorrect

137

P160A

Preheating indicator lamp is in open circuit

138

P160B

Preheating indicator lamp drive circuit is overheated

139

P1608

Preheating indicator lamp drive circuit is short to power supply

140

P1609

Preheating indicator lamp drive circuit is short to ground

141

P0670

Glow plug drive circuit is in open circuit

142

P160C

Glow plug drive circuit is overheated

143

P0384

Glow plug drive circuit is short to power supply

144

P0383

Glow plug drive circuit is short to ground

145

P0382

The fault rate of glow plug control unit diagnosis is low

146

P0380

The fault rate of glow plug control unit diagnosis is high

147

P1645

The number of times of injection is restricted by the ECU charging module capacity

148

P1646

The number of times of injection is restricted by the fuel quantity balance of the high
pressure fuel injection pump

149

P0611

The number of times of injection is restricted by the system

150

P1647

The number of times of injection is restricted by the running time

151

P2290

The testing of the minimum opening pressure of the injector is faulty

152

P0263

Cylinder 1 determined by the ignition order has no fuel quantity correction

153

P0266

Cylinder 2 determined by the ignition order has no fuel quantity correction
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154

P0269

Cylinder 3 determined by the ignition order has no fuel quantity correction

155

P0272

Cylinder 4 determined by the ignition order has no fuel quantity correction

156

P0123A

The fuel injection closing time of the cylinder 1 determined by the ignition order
exceeds the limit

157

P123B

The fuel injection closing time of the cylinder 2 determined by the ignition order
exceeds the limit

158

P123C

The fuel injection closing time of the cylinder 3 determined by the ignition order
exceeds the limit

159

P123D

The fuel injection closing time of the cylinder 4 determined by the ignition order
exceeds the limit

160

P2146

Injector control module 1 (harness) is in short circuit

161

P1249

Injector control module 2 (harness) is in short circuit

162

P167B

CY33X is tested faulty

163

P0201

Ignition order of the cylinder 1 injector is in open circuit

164

P0202

Ignition order of the cylinder 2 injector is in open circuit

165

P0203

Ignition order of the cylinder 3 injector is in open circuit

166

P0204

Ignition order of the cylinder 4 injector is in open circuit

167

P1207

Special fault of ignition order of the cylinder 1 (customized)

168

P1208

Special fault of ignition order of the cylinder 2 (customized)

169

P1209

Special fault of ignition order of the cylinder 3 (customized)

170

P120A

Special fault of ignition order of the cylinder 4 (customized)

171

P121A

General short-circuit of ignition order of the cylinder 1 plug

172

P121B

General short-circuit of ignition order of the cylinder 2 plug

173

P121C

General short-circuit of ignition order of the cylinder 3 plug

174

P121D

General short-circuit of ignition order of the cylinder 4 plug

175

P1200

Low end of ignition order of the cylinder 1 harness is short to high end

176

P1201

Low end of ignition order of the cylinder 2 harness is short to high end

177

P1202

Low end of ignition order of the cylinder 3 harness is short to high end

178

P1203

Low end of ignition order of the cylinder 4 harness is short to high end

179

P062F

ECU software is incorrect in read/writing

180

P251C

The ultra-high limit of the torque output switch is faulty

181

P0255

ECU and MEUN communication contacts intermittently

182

P0251

MEUN is in open circuit

183

P0252

MEUN driving device is overheated

184

P0254

MEUN output is in short circuit to the battery

185

P0253

MEUN output is short to ground

186

P025D

MEUN AD channel signal range inspection is too high

187

P025C

MEUN AD channel signal range inspection is too low

188

P0650

MIL is in open circuit

189

P164C

MIL circuit device is overheated

190

P164D

MIL circuit is in short circuit to the battery

191

P164E

MIL circuit is short to ground
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192

P215B

Ultralow limit value of the torque output switch is faulty

193

P1660

ADC monitors that NTP is incorrect

194

P1662

ADC test is incorrect

195

P1663

Fault diagnosis inspection report shows voltage ratio monitored by ADC is faulty

196

P1664

Fault diagnosis inspection report shows Q/A communication is incorrect

197

P1665

Fault diagnosis inspection report shows SPI communication is incorrect

198

P1666

Fault diagnosis inspection report shows there are many kinds of errors when checking
the whole ROM

199

P1667

CPU cannot send byte to MM synchronously

200

P1672

When the fault is just found, torque restriction is activated before MoCSOP error
responses

201

P1668

The response time setting is incorrect

202

P1614

Too may SPI errors during MoCSOP execution

203

P1617

Fault diagnosis inspection report shows that low voltage monitoring is incorrect

204

P1618

Fault diagnosis inspection report shows that WDA does not work properly

205

P1615

OS closing overtimes and the alarm setting is invalid

206

P1673

Fault diagnosis report shows that positive test fails

207

P166A

Fault diagnosis report shows that overtime during the closing test occurs

208

P060A

Fault diagnosis report shows that there is fault during the overvoltage monitoring

209

P060D

The second monitoring level accelerator pedal position is incorrect

210

P061C

The second monitoring level diesel engine speed is incorrect

211

P166B

The energized time of the application level exceeds the permissible range of the
energized time of the second monitoring level

212

P166C

The injection timing of the application level exceeds the permissible range of the
injection timing of the second monitoring level

213

P166D

Fault diagnosis report shows ZFC calibrated fuel quantity is unreliable

214

P166E

Fault diagnosis report shows that the demand for later injector 2 injecting quantity is
incorrect in normal mode

215

P166F

Fault diagnosis report shows that an ICO is needed when the later injector 2 is
incorrect and to be closed

216

P1674

Fault diagnosis report shows that an ICO is needed when the later injector 3 efficiency
coefficient is incorrect

217

P1613

The injection and energized time exceeds the permissible range of the energized time
of the second monitoring level in the overrunning state

218

P1670

The injection correction of the application level exceeds the permissible range of the
second monitoring level injection correction

219

P1671

Rail pressure of the second monitoring level is faulty

220

P061B

application level torque exceeds the permissible range of the second monitoring
level torque

221

P167C

The application level torque is restricted by the second monitor level torque

222

P061D

The application level torque is restricted by the second monitor level torque

223

P062B

The application level torque is restricted by the second monitor level torque

224

P1637

Overvoltage of VDD5

225

P1638

VDD5 voltage is too low
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226

P0686

Main relay disconnects too early

227

P0687

Main relay is clogged

228

P251A

The reasonableness of the torque output switch is faulty (CAN signal )

229

P0069

The reliability detection of the barometric pressure sensor and the boost pressure
sensor is unreliable

230

P0238

The boost pressure signal exceeds the upper limit

231

P0237

The boost pressure signal exceeds lower limit

232

P0299

The boost pressure adjusting controller deviation value exceeds the upper limit

233

P0234

The boost pressure adjusting controller deviation value exceeds lower limit

234

P1008

The torque fuel quantity conversion MAP is faulty

235

P1070

The particle oxidation catalytic device is blocked

236

P2002

The particle oxidation catalytic device is removed

237

P146C

The reliability of the particle oxidation catalytic device CAN signal

238

P146D

CAN information fault diagnosis inspection

239

P2455

The pressure difference sensor voltage range of particle oxidation catalyst exceeds
the upper limit

240

P2454

The pressure difference sensor voltage range of particle oxidation catalyst exceeds
the lower limit

241

P1001

The pressure control valve reaches the maximum permissible pressure

242

P1007

The pressure control valve is opened due to pressure rise

243

P1006

The pressure control valve is opened due to pressure impact (fluctuation)

244

P1005

The pressure control valve is opened

245

P1004

If the pressure control valve opens, check the fuel quantity balance

246

P1003

Average rail pressure exceeds the error range

247

P1002

The pressure control valve reaches the maximum permissible opening time

248

P0627

Electronically controlled pre-supply pump output is in open circuit

249

P062A

Electronically controlled pre-supply pump drive is overheated

250

P0629

Electronically controlled pre-supply pump output is short to power supply

251

P0628

Electronically controlled pre-supply pump output is short to ground

252

P1011

The rail pressure exceeds the maximum positive deviation

253

P1012

The rail pressure exceeds the maximum positive deviation and the fuel supply quantity
exceeds the maximum setting flow rate

254

P1013

The rail pressure exceeds the maximum negative deviation and the opening of the
solenoid valve reaches the minimum degree

255

P0087

Lower than minimum rail pressure

256

P0088

Higher than maximum rail pressure

257

P0089

The monitored rail pressure under the overrunning state exceeds the maximum value

258

P00BE

The initial value of the rail pressure is discontinuous

259

P0191

The initial value of the rail pressure is higher than the upper deviation

260

P0194

The initial value of the rail pressure is lower than the lower deviation

261

P0193

Rail pressure sensor voltage is higher than the upper limit

262

P0192

Rail pressure sensor voltage is lower than the lower limit

263

P1642

The data reading of EOL is incorrect
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264

P1643

Safety verification fails

265

U0117

Check of torque control switch CAN communication is faulty

266

P0123

Check of the upper limit of the accelerator pedal signal 1 is faulty

267

P0223

Check of the upper limit of the accelerator pedal signal 2 is faulty

268

P0122

Check of the lower limit of the accelerator pedal signal 1 is faulty

269

P0222

Check of the lower limit of the accelerator pedal signal 2 is faulty

270

P0643

Sensor signal drive power 1 is faulty

271

P0653

Sensor signal drive power 2 is faulty

272

P0699

Sensor signal drive power 3 is faulty

273

P165A

The data set identifier is invalid

274

P165B

Data set switching is faulty

275

P165C

The information reading of EEPROM is incorrect

276

P0A32

Miscounting occurs when the counter is stopped

277

P1629

There is no starter output

278

P1628

Starter control output high end is overheated

279

P1616

Starter control output high end is short to power supply

280

P1617

Starter control output high end is short to ground

281

P162B

Starter control output low end is overheated

282

P162C

Starter control output low end is short to power supply

283

P162D

Starter control output low end is short to ground

284

P0615

Starter control output end is in open circuit

285

P161B

system lamp drive has no load

286

P161C

System lamp drive is overheated

287

P1619

System lamp is short to power supply

288

P161A

System lamp is short to ground

289

P161D

The software is reset in the fault management system

290

P161E

The software is reset in the fault management system

291

P161F

The software is reset in the fault management system

292

P2135

The accelerator pedal signal 1 and 2 is faulty to a reasonable extent

293

P1102

Intake relative temperature is higher than the upper limit

294

P1103

Intake relative temperature is lower than the lower limit

295

P1106

Intake relative temperature sampling period exceeds the upper limit

296

P1107

Intake relative temperature sampling period exceeds the lower limit

297

P0113

Voltage exceeds the intake temperature sensor upper limit

298

P0112

Voltage exceeds the intake temperature sensor lower limit

299

P0098

Voltage exceeds the supercharger temperature sensor upper limit

300

P0097

Voltage exceeds the supercharger temperature sensor lower limit

301

P1601

Torque output to instrument cooling temperature indicator lamp has no load

302

P1602

Output to instrument cooling temperature indicator lamp is overheated

303

P1603

Output to instrument cooling temperature indicator lamp is short to power supply

304

P1604

Output to instrument cooling temperature indicator is short to ground
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305

P163B

ECU temperature sensor physical error occurs

306

P0669

Higher than the ECU temperature sensor upper limit

307

P0668

Higher than the ECU temperature sensor lower limit

308

P2072

Permanent deviation occurs for the throttle controller

309

P2100

Throttle valve H axle drive is in open circuit

310

P2101

Throttle valve H axle drive is overloaded

311

P1040

Throttle valve H axle drive is overheated

312

P2103

Throttle valve H axle drive negative is short to power supply

313

P1046

Throttle valve H axle drive positive is short to power supply

314

P2102

Throttle valve H axle drive negative is short to ground

315

P1044

Throttle valve H axle drive positive is short to ground

316

P1041

Throttle valve H axle drive is in short circuit or overloaded

317

P1042

Throttle valve H axle drive is overheated

318

P1045

Throttle valve H axle drive voltage is low

319

P1043

The long-time offset is faulty during the offset studying of the throttle valve

320

P061F

Throttle valve offset study is unreliable

321

P0487

Throttle valve driver interface circuit has no load

322

P0488

Throttle valve driver interface circuit is overheated

323

P2173

Throttle controller deviation value exceeds the upper limit

324

P2175

Throttle controller deviation value exceeds the lower limit

325

P104A

Throttle valve communication interface circuit drive is short to power supply

326

P1048

Throttle valve communication interface circuit drive is short to ground

327

P0068

Short-time offset is faulty during the deviation study of the throttle valve

328

P2622

Check that the throttle valve position feedback sensor value exceeds the upper limit
(analog signal )

329

P2621

Check that the throttle valve position feedback sensor value exceeds the lower limit
(analog signal )

330

P104D

Check that the throttle valve position feedback sensor value is unreliable (digital
signal )

331

P104E

Check that the throttle valve position feedback sensor value signal is incorrect (digital
signal)

332

P122A

Supercharger controller deviation value exceeds the upper limit

333

P122B

Supercharger controller deviation value exceeds the lower limit

334

P2562

Supercharger H axle drive is in open circuit

335

P1522

Supercharger H axle drive is overloaded

336

P1523

Supercharger H axle drive is overheated

337

P1528

Supercharger H axle drive positive is short to power supply

338

P1529

Supercharger H axle drive negative is short to power supply

339

P1526

Supercharger H axle drive positive is short to ground

340

P1527

H axle on the negative of the supercharger H axle drive circuit is short to ground

341

P1520

H axle of the supercharger is in short circuit or overloaded

342

P1524

H axle temperature of the supercharger is independent to the excessive current
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343

P1521

H axle voltage of the supercharger is too low or incorrect

344

P2563

The supercharger valve is clogged

345

P023D

The drift time of the supercharger signal is too long

346

P1525

Supercharger valve is clogged in the self-studying process

347

P0045

Supercharger circuit is in open circuit

348

P0046

Supercharger drive circuit is overheated

349

P0048

Supercharger drive circuit is in short circuit to the battery

350

P0047

Supercharger control circuit is short to ground

351

P023E

The drift time of the supercharger signal is too short

352

P2565

Supercharger feedback sensor signal is higher than the maximum limit

353

P2564

Supercharger feedback sensor signal is lower than the minimum limit

354

P1620

TT LAMP drive circuit is in open circuit

355

P1627

TT LAMP drive circuit is overheated

356

P1625

TT LAMP drive circuit is short to power supply

357

P1626

TT LAMP drive circuit is short to ground

358

P0503

The value of the vehicle speed sensor is higher than the maximum limit

359

P0501

The signal of the vehicle speed sensor may be incorrect

360

P2157

The signal of the vehicle speed sensor from CAN is incorrect

361

P1502

Vehicle speed signal (tachometer) from the instrument is too high

362

P1503

Vehicle speed signal (tachometer) from the instrument is too low

363

P1504

Vehicle speed signal (tachometer) from the instrument is incorrect

364

P0500

The wheel default inspection is incorrect

365

P0660

The adjusting deviation of the variable intake eddy current actuator is constantly
positive

366

P1675

The adjusting deviation of variable intake eddy current actuator is constantly negative

367

P1676

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle drive circuit is in open circuit

368

P1677

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle drive circuit current is too high

369

P1678

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle drive circuit is overheated

370

P0662

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle negative is short to battery

371

P0665

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle positive is short to battery

372

P0663

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle drive circuit is overloaded or in short
circuit

373

P0661

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle negative is short to ground

374

P0664

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle positive is short to ground

375

P2004

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle drive circuit temperature is independent
to the current

376

P2014

Variable intake eddy current actuator H axle drive circuit is too low

377

P2015

Variable intake eddy current actuator valve is clogged

378

P1081

Variable intake eddy current actuator valve is clogged

379

P1000

Variable intake eddy current actuator signal drift time is too long

380

P1080

Variable intake eddy current actuator signal drift time is too long

381

P2008

Variable intake eddy current actuator drive circuit is in open circuit
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382

P207A

Variable intake eddy current actuator drive circuit is overheated

383

P2010

Variable intake eddy current actuator drive circuit is in short circuit to the battery

384

P2009

Variable intake eddy current actuator drive circuit is short to ground

385

P207B

Variable intake eddy current actuator signal drift time is too short when closed

386

P1084

Variable intake eddy current actuator signal drift time is too short when opened

387

P1085

The spring is tested damaged

388

P2078

Variable intake eddy current actuator position sensor signal exceeds the maximum
limit

389

P2077

Variable intake eddy current actuator position sensor signal is lower than the minimum
limit

390

P1086

Temporary error

391

P1250

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 1 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

392

P1251

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 2 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

393

P1252

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 3 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

394

P1253

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 4 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

395

P1254

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 1 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

396

P1255

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 2 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

397

P1256

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 3 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)

398

P1257

Fault is triggered when ET of the cylinder 4 determined by ignition order reaches the
minimum limit (with ZFL functioning)
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